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NIGHT CYCLE REENGINEERING – SIMULATION
Settlement Optimization proposes an alternative settlement model through the introduction of four primary
processing enhancements. While each of the Settlement Optimization enhancements offers its own set of
unique benefits, taken together these enhancements contribute to a more holistic and streamlined settlement
process. The first of these enhancements is Night Cycle Reengineering designed to maximize night cycle
settlement rates by optimizing available client positions and controlling the order in which transactions are
attempted for settlement.
DTC has simulated settlement within the reengineered night cycle by capturing applicable client position
balances and transaction data 1 from the prior business day and subjecting that data to the new optimization
algorithm. DTC is making these simulation results available to all clients via SMART/Search so clients can
compare settlement results of applicable transactions in each environment. The purpose of this document is to
provide clients with instructions on how to access and interpret the simulation report.

Accessing SMART/Search:
SMART/Search is DTCC’s client-facing report repository. SMART/Search is housed within DTC’s Participant
Browser Service (PBS) and access to SMART/Search is controlled by certain permissions that can be received
from your Super Access Coordinator.
Access to PBS is a prerequisite for accessing SMART/Search 2. Clients interested in accessing the simulation
reports should request the following entitlements from their firm’s Super Access Coordinator;
•

“XIRT” provides access to the SMART/Search report repository within PBS

•

“XATC” provides access to the “Simulated Optimized Settlement” reports housed within SMART/Search

The following screenshots illustrate how clients can navigate to the “Simulated Optimized Settlement” reports
within the SMART/Search repository 3.

1

Any transaction that was submitted to DTC’s settlement systems for settlement prior to 11:00 p.m. on S-1

2

Access to PBS is also controlled by your firm’s Super Access Coordinator

3

Actual screenshots returned for each individual will vary depending upon existing user permissions

Accessing SMART/Search:
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1.

From the initial user interface portal page, select PBS.
The Participant Browser Services (PBS) homepage is displayed.

2.

From the PBS homepage, locate SMART/Search (top right of your screen) and select DTCC Reports.
The SMART/Search homepage is displayed.

3.

Click Simulated Optimized Settlement to access reports. This link is located under the Product
Functions section of SMART/Search.

Accessing SMART/Search:
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Accessing & Downloading the Report:
Accessing the link above brings properly provisioned clients to the report inquiry screen of the “Simulated
Optimized Settlement” report. Clients may retrieve report details via a specific version or report date as
illustrated by the highlighted fields below.

1.

4

After the desired search criteria has been entered, click the Add to Work Queue button 4.

Please note that your screen will be prepopulated with your Participant ID

Accessing & Downloading the Report:
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2.

Then migrate to your work queue by selecting Browse Work Queue from the drop-down options
displayed below.

3.

Once the report has been copied to your work queue, clients may view or download the data as shown
below.

4.

To open the report for on-screen viewing, click the hyperlink for a given report.

5.

To download the report into a CSV file, select Download Report (text) from the Delivery Method options.

Accessing & Downloading the Report:
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6.

Click Confirm. Upon confirming the request (circled in red), clients will be able to save their inquiry and
complete the download into the more user-friendly CSV format.

Accessing & Downloading the Report:
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Interpreting the Data:
While the simulations run by DTC have shown consistent opportunity for improved night cycle settlement rates,
not all firms will be impacted equally. These reports allow clients to see the impact that the optimization engine
would have had on their night cycle settlement rates by comparing production settlement results from the prior
business day’s night cycle to the settlement results from our simulation. What follows is a list of fields available
in the report along with a brief description of each;

Field

Description

Index

Contains the participant number of the firm accessing the report. This indexing field is the
mechanism used by SMART/Search to ensure you only see transaction data applicable to
your firm, i.e., your deliveries and your receives.

Simulation Date

Contains the date that the simulation was run. The simulation date is reflective of activity
from the prior business day

Deliverer / Payee

Contains the Participant number of the deliverer of a Deliver Order (DO) or the initiator of a
Payment Order (PO). This field will contain;
• Your Participant number if you are the deliverer/initiator of a DO/PO
• The contra party Participant number if you are the receiver of a DO or PO

Client Name

Contains the name of Participant number in the previous field

CUSIP

Contains the CUSIP number for a given transaction (may contain 9 zeros for POs)

Receiver / Payor

Contains the Participant number of the recipient of a DO or PO. This field will contain;
• Your Participant number if you are the recipient of a DO or PO
• The contra party Participant number if you are the deliverer of a DO or PO

Client Name
IMS TID

Contains the name of the Participant number in the previous field
Contains the unique transaction identifier within DTC’s Inventory Management System
(IMS). Clients may use this field to access additional transaction details, e.g., account
numbers, etc.
(Applicable to DTC transactions only)

Transaction Type

Contains a further description of the transaction type. Values include either “Deliver Order”
or “Payment Order”.

Quantity

Contains the number of shares associated with a given transaction (may be zero for POs)

Settlement Amount
/ Market Value

Contains either the settlement or market value associated with a given transaction. For;
• CNS (transactions involving the 888 account) this value reflects the market value of the

transaction
• CNS ACATs (transactions involving the 8902 account) this value will always be zero
• “DTC” (transactions not involving 888 or 8902) this value reflects the settlement value of

the transaction
Production Status

Contains the production settlement status for a given transaction. Values include;
• “MADE” – indicating that a delivery was completed in full

o

This status applies to CNS, CNS ACAT and “DTC” transaction types

• “PEND” – indicating that no shares completed

o

Interpreting the Data:

This status applies to CNS, CNS ACAT and “DTC” transaction types
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Field

Description
• “PARTIAL” – indicating that some shares were delivered

o

Production Pend
Amount

This status applies to CNS and CNS ACATs only as the simulations did not attempt
to partial “DTC” transactions

Contains the number of shares that are still unsettled in production. A value;
• Of “0” indicates the transaction “MADE”
• That is equal to the value in the “quantity” field above indicates that no shares completed
• That is less than the value in the quantity field above, but greater than “0” indicates that

some shares were delivered
Production Pend
Reason

Contains the reason why the delivery did not complete in production, e.g., insufficient shares
or DTC risk management controls

Simulation Status

Contains the simulated settlement status for a given transaction. Values include;
• “MADE” – indicating that a delivery was completed in full

o

This status applies to CNS, CNS ACAT and “DTC” transaction types

• “PEND” – indicating that no shares completed

o

This status applies to CNS, CNS ACAT and “DTC” transaction types

• “PARTIAL” – indicating that some shares were delivered

o

Simulation Pend
Amount

This status applies to CNS and CNS ACATs only as the simulations did not attempt
to partial “DTC” transactions

Contains the number of shares that are still unsettled in the simulation. A value;
• Of “0” indicates the transaction “MADE”
• That is equal to the value in the “quantity” field above indicates that no shares completed
• That is less than the value in the quantity field above, but greater than “0” indicates that

some shares were delivered
Simulation Pend
Reason

Interpreting the Data:

Contains the reason why the delivery did not complete in the simulation, e.g., insufficient
shares or DTC risk management controls
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Email Settlement Optimization at:
settlement_optimization@dtcc.com
or visit us on the web at:
https://dtcclearning.com/products-and-services/settlement/settlement-optimization.html

